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ABSTRACT

The envelope intensity method,which is useful for invesitigating transient behavior of the vibration,

is presented.In most cases,the vibreation intensity is tilne averaged and,therefor,it is basicany applicable

only to stationary vibrations.However, it is important to investigate transient behavlor of the vibration

and its energy flow.Using the time averaged intensity in those cases,we nliss the information on time

dependent property.On the other hand, the instantaneous intensity changes too fast in tirne, making the

observation of the phenomenon difficult.The envelope intensity was proposed in oder to keep the tilne

dependent property which varies slowly as the envelope of the original signal does. In this paper the

envelope intensity applied to the vibration intensity analysis is reported.
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l.INTRODUCTION

The intensity analysis technique which can make the energy flow visible, is applied to the VibratiOn

intensity.The tilne averaged intensity is used in most cases.Since this method needs only thO Cross―

spectrum of two sensor output,it is easy to measure the intensity by using a 2-channel FFT analyZer.

However, it is very important to investigate the transient phenomenon,when we search for the sOurces

and the transmission paths of the vibration.The tilne averaged intensity not only loses a peak Value

and tirne dependent information,・ but also changes its value by the length of averaging time,On the other

hand, instantaneous intensity changes its value too fast, Inaking it too diffcult to observe the effeCtiVe

ehergy flow. In this paper, we introduce an envelope intensity and compare it with the instantaneous

intensity [1].

2.DEFINITION

The instantaneous vibration intensity I(`)of a bending wave is given by [2]

~fl`)=0(ι
)ξ

'(ι
)キM(ι )θノ(`)十 T(`)θ r'(ι )

where O(`)is the shear force:』 イ(r)is the bending

θ″(′)and θr(′)are angular displacements, and '

Eq.(1) can be written in the following form:

(1)

moment,T(1)is the t6rsiOnal moment,ξ (`)iS diSplaCement,

denotes the differrential operation.

f(め =lFl[14

lF]=〔 0(`)M(3)ハ《ι)]

[47=['(r)θ ″'(ι )θ 7'(ι )]

(2)

(3)

(4)
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1n thiS Way, the viblation intensity can be dealt with the same way as the sound intensity by replacing

a vector of the force terms lFl and transverse velocity terms [フ l by the sound pressure p(`)and the
particle velocity υ(`),respectively.Since the sound intensity is much sirnpler than the vibration intensity,

the idea of the envelope intensity win be described by use of the sound intensity.

The instantaneous sound intensity ゴ(`)is given by

The alternative component of the instantaneous intensity changes with the twice of the original frequency.

This property of the instantaneous intensity makes the observation of the direction of the energy flow

difficult.The time averaged intensity r is given by

卜illl=÷∫IFOαι

ゴ(ι)〒p(`)υ (`)

where p(ι)and υ(r)are the sOund pressure and the
the signals p(`)=Pcos(27r/r)and υ(`)=7COS(27r/r+φ ), F(1)

F(`)=Py[6。 Sφ+cos(4″1)]/2

(5)

particle velocity,respectively.For example,considering

is given by

(6)

(9)

(10)

where   denotes the time average operation, r is

they are periodic,f becomes

I=lPyCOSφ )/2

which is independent of tilne. Next, let's consider

p(`)=P  (― a≦

`≦

a)

=0 0`力 θ7り iSθ )

(7)

the average tirne. By using the former signal, since

(8)

a rectangular pulse:

υ(1)=7  (― α≦
`≦

a)

=0 (OЙ θ7t」おθ)

this case f(`)and r are

F(`)=Py (_α≦
`≦

α)

=0 (0`力 θ71Jなθ)

f―P7  (T≦a)

=aP7/T(T>a)

given, respectively,by

Thus the time averaged intensity becomes the function of the averaging time 71 When treating the transient

signal,the tirne averaged intensity is not so useful, because it gives the result which depends on the

length and the position of the observation interval.

The envelope intensity varies as the envelope of the original singal and shows the tilne dependent property

of the intensity. There are several methods to obtain the envelope of a signal. A method which uses

the Hllbert transfornl is usefull in many cases.The analytic function has the original signal for its real

part and Hllbert transform of the original signal for its irnaginary part. The analytic functions ofp(′
)

In

and υ(`)are given, respectively,by

p00=考卜0ザレ側}

ちO=士10ザレ側}

where p.(r)and υ。(`)is the analytic functlon of p(`)and υ(1)(assunling p(ι )and υ(`)are real),respectively,
プ is the ilnaginary unit,and ff〔・〕denOtes the Hilbert transform operation.The analytic function defined

above has the same energy as the original function but only with positive frequency spectra.The envelope

intensity is defined, by using the former analytic function, as fonows:

re(ι)_Rθ レ。(`)υ『 (`)] (11)
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where Rθ [・ ]and ° indicate the real part and the complex coniugate,respectively.

y

Fig.l A four sensor array.

The same thing can be applied
intensity lc(ι )is given by

to vibration intensity analysis.The envelope intensity of the vibration

Ю=RθレЛ翻1

・ Rθ
10・

Cχ・
特

(の 十y.Oθヵ
峙
0+T.Oθ ギ

°
01 (12)

where the functions with suffix a indicate the analytic functions of the original tilne signals,respectively.

Since there is no convenient method to obtain the angular displacements directly,the velocity terms in

Eq.(1) are Obtained approximately from the output of the sensors of a linear array as shown in Fig.

1.The array consists of 2 or 4 sensors with a∠  spacing.In case of the linear array,the torsional moment

is neglected and a one― dirnentional wave is assumed.

Eq.(1)becOmes

fl`)=0(`)ξ '(`)+ルイ(`)θ ″'(ι
)

and Eq。 (2) becomes

I.(`)=Rο 〔0。 (′ )ξ .'ネ (ι)+ルr(`)θ .'ネ (`)〕

(13)

(14)

0(ι),ルr(`),and θ″(`)are related to the flexural displacement ξ(`)as follows:

(17)

array.

αの議禦 aD Иの=_B客と。0 偽0-響
where B is the bending stiffness,r is the direction of the sensor

ln case of the 4 sensor array,these are approximated as

0(1)=」
}Fi(ι

)-5ξ 2(ι)+5ξ。(`)一ξ̀
(ι

)]

Иめ～―券[llrl―ξ20~ξ Kめ +ξ 4側

θ〃(`)〒

'【

2C)~ξ 3(劇

where ξ:(`)denotes the displacement at the ith
equations we obtain

00手脇0-・20巧60■K硼

νO)=一寡【10)一ξ2ω)~ξ 310D+ξ 40月

θ″ωトウ[20)~ξ 30月

(18)

(19)

(20)

sensor in Fig.1.From the Fourier tansforms of the abOVe

(21)

(22)

(23)

The velocity spectra ξ'(ω)and θノ

“

0)are given as
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(24)ξ'(ω)=ザ [`ω)+ξ。(ω月
θ″'ω)=ザ [21ty)_ξ,ω月           20

A procedure to obtain tlle analytic Functions for Eqs.(21)一

(1)Let the negative frequency components be zero.

(2)MultiJy the posiave frequency components byル .:

(3)Tl、 en apply the inverse Fourier transform.

Substitution of these results into Eq.(14) gives the envelope

In case of using a 2 sensor array (Fig.2), thc far field condition

approxinlations can be used.

Ψ ～―κ70  κt写    80
ξO～:[(0+れO1       0η

Ψ=れ0イ例     O助
where ξi(ω )denOtes the displacement spectrum at Fth sensor in
Substituting Eqs.(26),(27),(28) into Eqs.(15),(16),(17) givcs

(25) are as fOHOws :

intensity.

is assumed andi thcrefor, the fo1lowing

Fig.2, 771 is tlle mass par uniし  length.

αの一雫日at剛

颯o=零ぼo4F21011

ξ(0=洗 [10+ξ 20]

鋸0=洗腋(a_れ0〕

The enve10pe intensity can be obtained

3.EXPERIMENT

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

by thc sa1lle  as in tile 4 sensor case.

An exainple of the appHcation of the envelope intcllsity to a transient ti‐ ansverse vibratiOn of a tllin

beam is shown hel・ e. The bealll witll dimensions of 1000× 30× 2 (nlln) and tlle exciLation and sensOr

locations are shown in Fig.3.1｀ lle bcam is sandwiched by rubbcr shccts with a higll danlping. The beam

was llit by an ilnpulse hanlmer at the excitation poi:lt.1｀ 1le transvcrse vibrations at two closely located

points were measured by two accelerometers.Fig.4 shows measureinent results Fig.4(a) is one Of the

original acceleration signal.Fig.4(b) and (c) sho、 / the instantancotis alld cnvclope illtcnsities,rcspcctively

Fig.2 A two sensor array.
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From these two charts, it can be said that the instantaneous intensity changes its sign with higher

frequencies than the original tilne signal and it does not give useful information for the understanding

of the energy flow.The envelope intensity, on the other hand,shows clearly the forward and back、 vard

energy flows,making it much easier to undestand the tilne一 dipendent energy flows.Fig.4(d)shows a
band― pass fntered envelope intensity with a center frequency at l KHz.The filtered envelope intensity

shows more clearly the arrival tirnes of the direct and reflected intensity flows.

Sensor Locations
Excitation

0.01m

Rubber Sheets

0.25m 0.5m

Fig.3 Experimental setup.
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Fig4 (a) Acceleration signal.
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Fig4 (b)
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(c) Envelope intensity.
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Fig.4
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Fig.4 (d) envelope intensity.

4.CONCLUSIONS

An appHcation of the envelope intensity to a vibration intensity was introduced. An example of the

application clearly shows that the envelope vibration intensity has a great advantage in understanding

the transient behavlour of structural vibrations,A usefulness of the envelope vibration intensity Ⅵ′ill be

tested by applying it to real structures in the near future.
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